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Figure 1. We demonstrate that prior work in local image editing [1,8,17,18] fails to preserve precise object silhouette. We propose Shape-

Guided Diffusion, a training-free method that uses a novel Inside-Outside Attention to respect shape input. Our method can be provided an
object mask as input or infer a mask from text.

Abstract
We introduce precise object silhouette as a new con-

straint in text-to-image diffusion models, which we dub

Shape-Guided Diffusion. Our training-free method uses

an Inside-Outside Attention mechanism during the inver-

sion and generation process to apply a shape constraint to

the cross- and self-attention maps. Our mechanism desig-

nates which spatial region is the object (inside) vs. back-

ground (outside) then associates edits to the correct region.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our method on the shape-

guided editing task, where the model must replace an ob-

ject according to a text prompt and object mask. We curate

a new ShapePrompts benchmark derived from MS-COCO

and achieve SOTA results in shape faithfulness without a

degradation in text alignment or image realism according

to both automatic metrics and annotator ratings. Our data

and code will be made available at https://shape-
guided-diffusion.github.io.

†This work was done when Xihui Liu was a postdoc at UC Berkeley.

1. Introduction
What is shape? By definition, an object’s shape denotes

the boundary, outline, or contour that separates it from the
external world. As a result, shapes often carry a great deal
of semantic meaning. For example, in the bottom row of
Figure 1 the silhouette alone reveals that the object is a ve-
hicle oriented rightwards, without the cues of color or tex-
ture. Given that object silhouette plays a key role in human
visual processing, including object recognition and catego-
rization [26], it follows that shape presents as a powerful
cue for representing user intent when interacting with gen-
erative models. However, prior work in local image edit-
ing [1, 18] typically focuses on the coarsest form of shape
input, often in the form of amorphous blobs or “user scrib-
bles” where it is difficult to discern even the object category
from the silhouette alone. As a result, these methods often
fail when given precise shape inputs. We instead focus on
precise object masks, which are easily acquired from off-
the-shelf segmentation models. Thus, we consider the task
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Figure 2. Our work differs from concurrent work in structure-preserving editing [2, 19, 35] in that we constrain attention maps such that
edits are localized to a spatial region. Here we infer our shape constraint from the text prompt, thereby using the same amount of input as
other methods.

of shape-guided editing, where a real image, text prompt,
and object mask are fed to a pre-trained text-to-image dif-
fusion model to synthesize a new object faithful to the the
text prompt and the mask’s shape.

Our method is motivated by the observation that diffu-
sion models often contain spurious attentions that weakly
associate object and background pixels, which makes it dif-
ficult to produce an edit that preserves a given shape bound-
ary. To overcome this issue, we delineate the object (inside)
and background (outside), with a novel Inside-Outside At-
tention mechanism that modifies the cross- and self- atten-
tion maps such that a token or pixel referring to the object
is constrained to attend to pixels inside the shape, and vice
versa. We apply this mechanism not only to the generation
process to perform shape sensitive edits, but we also apply it
to the inversion process to better preserve information about
the source object before editing.

To summarize, our contributions include the following:
(1) We identify a limitation in prior image editing methods
where the shape of the original object is not preserved and
provide empirical insights on why this issue exists.
(2) Unlike existing mask-based editing adaptations (e.g.,
copying the background or finetuning the model to use mask
input), we introduce a training-free mechanism that applies
a shape constraint on the attention maps at inference time.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first work to ex-
plore constraining attention maps during inversion, which
allows us to discover inverted noise that better preserves
shape information from a real image.
(3) Our method achieves SOTA results in shape faithful-
ness on our MS-COCO ShapePrompts benchmark, and is
rated by annotators as the best editing method 2.7x more
frequently than the most competitive baseline. We demon-
strate diverse editing capabilities such as object edits, back-
ground edits, and simultaneous inside-outside edits.

2. Related Work
Diffusion Models Diffusion models [29] define a Markov
chain of diffusion steps that slowly adds random noise
to data then learn a model to reverse this process.
Variants include Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Mod-
els (DDPM) [9], Denoising Diffusion Implicit Models
(DDIM) [30], and score-based models [31]. Recently, diffu-

sion models [20, 24, 25, 27] have shown impressive perfor-
mance on text-guided image synthesis. Our work focuses
on adapting these diffusion models towards text-guided lo-
cal editing according to a text prompt and object mask.

Global and Local Image Editing Various works have
extended generative models towards image editing. For
text-guided global editing, StyleCLIP [22] adapts Style-
GAN [11] and DiffusionCLIP [13] adapts diffusion models
to edit entire images according to a text prompt. Blended
Diffusion [1] proposes a method for local editing con-
strained to a mask by copying an appropriately noised ver-
sion of the source image’s background at each diffusion
timestep. While this “copy background” technique can be
generally combined with other methods to enable local edit-
ing in diffusion models, we demonstrate that this method
alone is insufficient for preserving object shape, and we fur-
ther improve shape faithfulness with our proposed method.

Structure Preserving Image Editing Various works in
image-to-image translation can also preserve structure dur-
ing editing. To accomplish this, some works copy random
seeds [38], finetune model weights [12, 36], copy atten-
tion maps [8], or condition on a partially noised version
of the source image [17]. There also exist a few concur-
rent works [2,19,35] that were developed independently and
at the same time as our work, where we display a concep-
tual comparison in Figure 2 with additional examples in the
Supplemental. (a) While these methods are often able to
mimic the general style and structure of the source image,
they struggle to perform a local edit where the background
is left undisturbed. (b) This phenomenon occurs because
these methods solely rely on the textual grounding capabil-
ities of the diffusion model and copy attention maps, which
are often noisy and entangle object and background pixels
(see Figure 5). On the other hand, we constrain these atten-
tion maps according to a shape, which can be derived from
a user or from a more reliable automatic grounding module
such as a segmentation model, thereby incorporating more
accurate spatial localization in a training-free fashion. (c)
Due to this entanglement, works such as Prompt-to-Prompt
(P2P) [8] often significantly drift when editing real images
(see Figure 1). Our Inside-Outside Attention mechanism
mitigates this drift when applied to the inversion process
(see Figure 5).
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Figure 3. Shape-Guided Diffusion. Our method takes a real image, source prompt (“dog”), edit prompt (“dog wearing a colorful shirt”), as
well as an optional object mask, and outputs an edited image. We infer the object mask from the source prompt if it is not provided using
a shape inference function, e.g., a segmentation model. Left: we modify a frozen pretrained text-to-image diffusion model during both the
inversion and generation processes. Right: we show a detailed view of one layer in the U-Net, where Inside-Outside Attention constrains
the self- and cross-attention maps according to the mask.

Image Inpainting Image inpainting is the task of infill-
ing the missing regions of an image. Researchers have
proposed dilated convolution [10], partial convolution [15],
gated convolution [41], contextual attention [40], and co-
modulation [43] for GAN-based image inpainting. Lug-
mayr et al. [16] recently proposed a diffusion-based model
for free-form image inpainting. There exist variants of
GLIDE [20] and Stable Diffusion [18, 25] finetuned for
text-conditional inpainting. However, these methods were
trained with free-form masks without semantic meaning.
There exist a few training-based methods that use ob-
ject masks, none of which are publicly available. Make-
a-Scene [6] trained an auto-regressive transformer condi-
tioned on full segmentation maps of a scene. Shape-guided
Object Inpainting [42] trained a GAN and Imagen Editor
[37] trained Imagen [27] with object masks for inpainting.
In contrast, we apply our model on top of an open-source
text-to-image diffusion model at inference time. Because
our method is training-free, it is more flexible and can be
applied towards tasks beyond object editing, such as back-
ground editing or simultaneous inside-outside editing, as
discussed in Section 5.2.

3. Shape-Guided Diffusion

We present Shape-Guided Diffusion, a training-free

method that enables a pretrained text-to-image diffusion
model to respect shape guidance. Our goal is to locally edit
image xsrc given text prompts Psrc and Pedit and optional
object mask m (inferred from Psrc if not provided), so that
edited image xedit is faithful to both Pedit and m. We
introduce Inside-Outside Attention to explicitly constrain
the cross- and self-attention maps during both the inversion
(image to noise) and generation (noise to image) processes.
An overview of our method can be found in Figure 3 and
Alg. 1. We build upon Stable Diffusion (SD), a Latent Dif-
fusion Model (LDM) [25] that operates in low-resolution
latent space. LDM latent space is a perceptually equiva-
lent downsampled version of image space, meaning we are

able to apply Inside-Outside Attention in latent space via
downsampled object masks. For the rest of this paper, when
we denote “pixel”, “image”, or “noise”, we are referring to
these concepts in LDM latent space.

Algorithm 1 Shape-Guided Diffusion
Input: A diffusion model DM with autoencoder E ,D, real
image xsrc, a source prompt Psrc, an edit prompt Pedit, and
either a binary object mask m or a shape inference function
InferShape(·).
Hyperparameters: Classifier-free guidance scale wg .
Output: An edited image xedit that differs from xsrc only
within the mask region m.

1: if m is not provided then
2: m InferShape(xsrc,Psrc)
3: end if
4: [z̄0, ..., z̄T ] ⇠ InsideOutsideInversion(z|E(xsrc),Psrc,m,DM)
5: zT  z̄T
6: for all t from T to 1 do
7: InsideOutsideAttention(DM,Pedit,m)
8: zcond  DM(zt,Pedit)
9: zuncond  DM(zt,?)

10: zt�1  zcond + wg ⇤ (zcond � zuncond)
11: zt�1  zt�1 �m+ z̄t�1 � (1�m)
12: end for
13: xedit  D(z0)

3.1. Inside-Outside Attention
LDMs contain both cross-attention layers used to pro-

duce a spatial attention map for each textual token and self-
attention layers used to produce a spatial attention map for
each pixel. We postulate that prior methods often fail be-
cause of spurious attentions – attentions that seek to edit the
object compete with those that seek to preserve the back-
ground because they are not well localized (see Figure 5).
Hence, we manipulate the cross-attention map such that the
inside tokens are responsible for editing a distinct, non-
overlapping spatial region compared with the outside tokens
(e.g., “dog”,“shirt”, etc. may only edit the dog and “back-
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Figure 4. Inside-Outside Attention. We modify both the cross-
and self-attention maps. Here j refers to token/pixel indices and
M⇤j denotes the attention map corresponding to the j-th index.
Cross-Attn Layer (top): depending on whether the text embedding
refers to the inside or outside the object, we constrain the attention
map M according to the object mask or the inverted object mask
to produce M 0. Self-Attn Layer (bottom): we perform a similar
operation on the inside and outside pixel embeddings.

ground” may only edit the remaining scene). Since self-
attention layers heavily influence how pixels are grouped to
form coherent objects, we apply a similar manipulation to
the self-attention map to further ensure that the desired ob-
ject is contained within the boundaries of the input mask.

An overview of Inside-Outside Attention is given in Fig-
ure 4 and our algorithm is defined as follows (also see
Alg. 2). For one forward pass at each timestep during inver-
sion or generation, we go through all layers of the diffusion
model DM and manipulate the cross- and self-attention
maps M . We denote the dimensions of M as RHW⇥d⌧

and RHW⇥HW for each cross- and self-attention map, re-
spectively, where H is the image height, W is the image
width, HW is the number of pixels in the flattened image,
and d⌧ is the number of tokens. We also downsample m

according to the resolution of the cross- or self-attention
layer. For the cross-attention map, we determine column in-
dices Jin and Jout based on whether the token refers to the
object or the background. For the self-attention map, we
determine column indices Jin and Jout based on whether
the pixel belongs inside or outside the object as defined

by mask m. Finally, we compute the new constrained at-
tention maps M

0
⇤jin = {M⇤jin � m | 8jin 2 Jin} and

M
0
⇤jout

= {M⇤jout � (1�m) | 8jout 2 Jout}.

Algorithm 2 Inside-Outside Attention
Input: A diffusion model DM , a binary object mask m, a
prompt P .
Output: An edited diffusion model where the attention
maps M are masked according to m and P for one forward
pass.

1: for all l 2 layers(DM) do
2: if type(l) is CrossAttention
3: Jin  {j | jth token refers to object}
4: Jout  {j | jth token refers to background}
5: elif type(l) is SelfAttention
6: Jin  {j | jth pixel belongs inside object}
7: Jout  {j | jth pixel belongs outside object}
8: M

0
⇤jin = M⇤jin �m 8jin 2 Jin

9: M
0
⇤jout

= M⇤jout � (1�m) 8jout 2 Jout

10: end for

3.2. Inside-Outside Inversion
To edit real images, we use DDIM inversion [20, 30]

to convert the source image to inverted noise. However,
we observe that using inversion with a text-to-image diffu-
sion model often results in a shape-text faithfulness trade-
off. While running generation with the fully conditional or
unconditional model can reconstruct the real image, using
non-zero levels of classifier-free guidance can completely
drift from the real image, as seen in the bottom row of Fig-
ure 5. We propose applying Inside-Outside Attention to
mitigate this trade-off. Similar to how prior work can asso-
ciate tokens to entire images [7,36], with Inside-Outside At-
tention we can associate tokens to specific spatial regions.
As seen in the top row of Figure 5, applying our mech-
anism during inversion and generation allows one to both
reconstruct and edit the real image with classifier-free guid-
ance. We also visualize the cross-attention maps for the
token “dog,” where with our mechanism its effect is con-
strained to the silhouette and leaves the chair in the back-
ground unaffected, whereas without our mechanism its ef-
fect leaks into the background and morphs the dog while
removing the chair.

3.3. Method Summary
In summary, we make the observation that object shape

can be better preserved if spurious attentions are removed,
and we propose the novel inference-time mechanism Inside-
Outside Attention. Our method Shape-Guided Diffusion
uses Inside-Outside Attention to constrain the attention
maps during both inversion and generation, which we de-
pict in Figure 3. The Shape-Guided Diffusion algorithm can
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Figure 5. Spurious attentions and classifier-free guidance limits shape preservation. Inside-Outside Attention (top) preserves the shape
relationship between the object and background by associating tokens to specific spatial regions. We demonstrate this property when
reconstructing (left) and editing (right) a real image with classifier-free guidance. We also depict the cross attention map for the token
“dog” averaged all attention heads and timesteps.

be defined as follows (also see Alg. 1). If the mask is not
provided, we use the shape inference function InferShape(·)
to identify Psrc in the image. For our experiments we use
an off-the-shelf segmentation model [4], but any method for
textual grounding could also be used with our method. We
run Inside-Outside Inversion on the conditional diffusion
model driven by the prompt Psrc (e.g., “dog”) to get in-
verted noise z̄T . We then set our initial noise zT to z̄T . For
each sampling step, we apply Inside-Outside Attention for
both the conditional and unconditional diffusion models us-
ing mask m and Pedit (e.g., “dog wearing a colorful shirt”).
We mix the predictions of both models using the original
formulation of Ho et al. [9], which applies classifier-free
guidance to the conditional prediction (Line 10, Alg. 1).
In early experiments we found this design choice leads to
higher text alignment without a loss in other metrics. Fi-
nally, we copy the real image’s background found during
the inversion process z̄t�1 ·m to form the edited image pre-
diction zt�1. This ensures the edited image xedit and the
original image xsrc only differ within the mask region m.

4. MS-COCO ShapePrompts
Benchmark We evaluate our approach on MS-COCO im-
ages [14]. We filter for object masks with an area between
[2%, 50%] of the image, following prior work in image
inpainting [33]. Our test set derived from MS-COCO val
2017 contains 1, 149 object masks spanning 10 categories
covering animal, vehicle, food, and sports classes. We cre-
ate a validation set with 1, 000 object masks in the same
fashion derived from MS-COCO train 2017. For each cat-
egory we design a few prompts that add clothing or acces-
sories (e.g., “floral shirt” or “sunglasses”), manipulate color
(e.g., “iridescent”, “with spray paint graffiti”), switch mate-
rial (“lego”, “paper”), or specify rare subcategories (“spot-
ted leopard cat”, “tortilla wrapped sandwich”). More infor-
mation about the prompts can be found in the Supplemental.
Metrics Since we aim to synthesize an image faithful to the
input shape, we use mean Intersection over Union (mIoU)
as a metric. Specifically, we compute the proportion of

pixels within the masked region correctly synthesized as
the desired object class, as determined by a segmentation
model [4] trained on COCO-Stuff [3]. Since animal ob-
ject masks are particularly fine-grained, and mIoU does not
capture a full picture of degenerate cases (e.g., if the edit
replaces a cat’s full body with a cat’s head), we also com-
pute a keypoint-weighted mIoU (KW-mIoU) for the animal
classes. Specifically, we weight each sample’s mIoU by the
percentage of correct keypoints when comparing the source
vs. edited image, as determined by an animal keypoint de-
tection model [39]. We also report FID scores as a metric
for image realism, which measures the similarity of the dis-
tributions of real and synthetic images using the features of
an Inception network [21,34]. Finally, we report CLIP [23]
scores as a metric for image-text alignment, which measures
the similarity of the text prompt and synthetic image using
the features of a large pretrained image-text model. More
information on metrics can be found in the Supplemental.

5. Experiments
In Section 5.1 we evaluate our method on the shape-

guided editing task where it must replace an object given
a (real image, text prompt, object mask) triplet from MS-
COCO ShapePrompts. We also evaluate on the same task
with masks inferred from the text and ablate the use of our
Inside-Outside Attention mechanism. In Section 5.2 we
present additional results beyond object editing.
Baselines For our baselines, we compare against the lo-
cal image editing method Blended Diffusion [1], the in-
painting method SD-Inpaint [18], and the structure pre-
serving methods SDEdit [17] and P2P [8]. Blended Diffu-
sion, built on top of a Guided Diffusion [5] backbone, uses
mask input by copying the source image’s background at
each timestep and text input by applying classifier guidance
with CLIP [23]. SD-Inpaint, built on top of a Stable Diffu-
sion [25] backbone, finetunes the model with an extra U-Net
channel to use mask input and applies classifier-free guid-
ance to use text input. SDEdit partially noises then denoises
the source image and P2P copies cross attention maps to
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Figure 6. Comparison to prior work. We compare our results with Blended Diffusion [1], SD-Inpaint [18], SDEdit [17], and P2P [8] on
MS-COCO images. Our method is able to generate realistic edits that are faithful to both the input shape and text prompt. + Shape denotes
a variant of the structure preserving method adapted for local image editing using the “copy background” method from [1].

preserve structure, and they apply classifier-free guidance
to use text input. For the structure preserving methods we
use implementations built on top of a Stable Diffusion back-
bone, and in some experiments we adapt them to use mask
input by applying the “copy background” method from [1].

Experimental Setup For all baselines we use the default
hyperparameters provided by their respective repositories.
For sampling we use a standard DDIM scheduler for 50 in-
version and generation steps. When using Inside-Outside
Attention on cross-attention layers, we evenly divide the
maximum number of text tokens excluding the <bos> to-
ken, resulting in 38 “inside” tokens and 38 “outside” tokens.
The attentions for the <bos> token are zeroed out.

5.1. Comparison to Prior Work
MS-COCO Shape We first experiment with object masks
provided by MS-COCO as our shape guidance. In Figure 6,
we depict real images (first row) and edits made by Blended
Diffusion (second row), SD-Inpaint (third row), and SDEdit
+ Shape (fourth row), P2P + Shape (fifth row), Ours (sixth
row). Prior works demonstrate a variety of failure modes in
shape-guided editing, where an object may be transformed
into a new shape, removed completely, severely down-
scaled, or fail to respect the text prompt. On the other hand,
our method is able to simultaneously respect the shape and
the prompt without a compromise in image realism. As seen
in Table 1, our method outperforms the local editing and in-
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Figure 7. Annotator evaluation on MS-COCO ShapePrompts (100-sample subset of test set). Columns (a, b, c, d): we asked people to
rate edits performed by our method vs. a baseline, where the two edits were presented as anonymized and in randomized order. Rows
(shape faithfulness, image realism, text alignment): annotators selected the superior edit along these three axes. Each bar denotes the
percentage of samples where the superior edit was “Ours”, “Tie”, or a baseline. In (e) we use the same procedure, except we presented
three anonymized edits, ours vs. two baselines. Annotators were additionally asked to select the “overall best edit.” We provide further
details in the Supplemental.

Approach KW-mIoU (") mIoU (") FID (#) CLIP (")

Real Images 83.3 76.3 - 0.15
MS-COCO Shape
Blended Diffusion [1] 23.3 41.8 46.2 0.20
SD-Inpaint [18] 38.5 51.7 43.7 0.19
SDEdit + Shape [17] 31.0 49.9 45.1 0.21
P2P + Shape [8] 46.9 63.3 39.6 0.20
Ours (w/o IOA) 43.8 55.3 41.5 0.21
Ours 53.3 63.6 40.2 0.21
Inferred Shape
P2P [8] 24.2 64.6 97.5 0.26
P2P + Shape [8] 37.7 54.0 51.1 0.21
Ours (w/o IOA) 33.0 46.0 56.8 0.22
Ours 43.0 54.9 49.5 0.22

Table 1. Automatic evaluation on MS-COCO ShapePrompts (test
set). MS-COCO Shape uses object masks provided by MS-COCO,
and Inferred Shape uses object masks inferred from the text. Ours
w/o IOA denotes our method without Inside-Outside Attention.

Figure 8. Our method can handle challenging cases present in
automatically inferred object masks such as overlapping instances
or reflection.

painting baselines [1, 18] across the board, with at least a
15 point improvement in KW-mIoU. Comparing with the
structure preserving baselines [8, 17], we achieve at least
a 6 point improvement in KW-mIoU with comparable FID
and CLIP scores. We hypothesize that our method is able to
significantly outperform the baselines in shape faithfulness
because our constraint operates on attention maps, whereas
“copy background” operates on model outputs, which can
be less meaningful at early timesteps when outputs are close
to pure noise. See the Supplemental for further discussion.

We also conducted an evaluation with annotator ratings.
We created four evaluations corresponding to each baseline,
each of which contained 100 samples comparing an edit
made by our method vs. the baseline in an anonymized and
randomized fashion. For each sample, we asked five people
to select the superior edit along the axes of shape faithful-
ness, image realism, and text alignment. As seen in the top
row of Figure 7, annotators confirm that our method outper-
forms the baselines in shape faithfulness, with our method
selected as superior at least 54% of the time (3.2x the most
competitive baseline P2P + Shape). For image realism and
text alignment, our method was selected as superior at least
48% of the time (1.3x and 1.9x the most competitive base-
line SD-Inpaint).
Inferred Shape Next, we demonstrate that our method also
works on automatically inferred masks (Figure 8). We com-
pare against our most competitive baseline, vanilla P2P and
P2P adapted for local image editing using the inferred mask
(P2P + Shape). P2P often produces edits that look nothing
like the source image (see Figure 1), so annotators rate it
as the worst overall image editing method (see Figure 7).
In fact, the method often produces simple images with a
prominent single object, which significantly deviates from
the distribution of complex, multi-object MS-COCO im-
ages. As a result, as seen in Table 1 these types of im-
ages achieve the worst FID scores with unusually high CLIP
scores because these types of images tend to maximize text-
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Figure 9. Additional editing results. Our method can perform
intra- or inter-class edits on the same image, outside edits, and
simultaneous inside-outside edits.

image alignment scores, at the cost of faithfully preserving
content in the real image. In contrast, our method is rated
by annotators as the best image editing method for 43% of
samples, 2.7x more than the most competitive baseline P2P
+ Shape (see Figure 7). We also outperform P2P + Shape
in all automatic metrics in Table 1.
Ablations In Table 1 we ablate our Inside-Outside Atten-
tion mechanism (Ours w/o IOA vs. Ours). The mechanism
is a critical component of our method, providing a 9.5 point
and 10 point increase in KW-mIoU in the MS-COCO Shape
and Inferred Shape settings respectively. Ours w/o IOA per-
forms better than all baselines on all metrics, except P2P +
Shape (only P2P and our method use inversion), demon-
strating how DDIM inversion is another critical component.
In the Supplemental we also ablate the effect of DDIM in-
version, guidance scale hyperparameters, and a soft vs. hard
shape constraint on the self-attention maps.

5.2. Additional Editing Results
In Figure 9, we demonstrate additional capabilities of our

method beyond object editing. (a) Our method is able to
perform both intra- and inter- class edits on the same im-
age, including adding accessories to a cow or transforming
it into a sheep. (b) Our method is able to perform outside ed-
its, including changing the time of day or location. Because
we invert the image prior to editing, our method sometimes
maintains structures from the real image, for example trans-
forming the cabinet into a landmass in both edited images.
(c) Our method is able to perform simultaneous edits with
one prompt for the inside region and another for the out-
side region. Since our method delineates edits on the ob-
ject vs. background, although every pixel in the image is
transformed we can maintain the object-background rela-
tion from the source scene. In contrast, it is not obvious
how to adapt structure preserving methods for this simul-
taneous editing setting, since with “copy background” they
require one region (e.g., the background) to remain identical
to the source image to enforce locality.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we present Shape-Guided Diffusion, a

training-free method for utilizing precise object silhouette
as a constraint in text-to-image diffusion models, which can
be user provided or automatically inferred from the text.
While prior work fails to respect shape inputs, our novel
Inside-Outside Attention mechanism removes spurious at-
tentions and localizes object vs. edits. We evaluate our
method on our newly proposed MS-COCO ShapePrompts
benchmark on the shape-guided editing task, where the goal
is to edit an object given an input mask and text prompt. We
show that our method significantly outperforms the base-
lines in shape faithfulness without a degradation in text
alignment or image realism.
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